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The editors wish to dedicate this issue of MEMORIES to Millie Dunworth, 
without whose generous support this magazine, as well as much of our 
other material, would not be possible. Thanks again, Mill. 
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The Old Time Radio Club of Buffalo meets the second Monday of Every
month at St. Matthew's Church, 1182 Seneca Street, Buffalo, New York 
14210. Anyone interested in the old time radio shows of the past is 
welcome to attend a meeting and observe or participate. Meetings be
gin at 7.)0 PM. 

The purpose of the OTRCOB and MEMORIES is the regeneration of interest 
in old time radio. If the contents of this magazine stimulates ~ 
interest, then we are justified. WE need YOUR support. Write to us, 
write for us, just plain write! Our new address iSI 

OTRCOB 
P.O.BOX 119 
KENMORE, NY 14217 
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THE SHADOW 
CREDITS 

Lamont Cranston. The Shadow••••••••••••••••••••••Robert Hardy Andrews 
Orson Welles 
Bill Johnstone 
Bret Morrison (1944-56)

Margo Lane •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Agnes Moorehead
Marjorie Anderson 
Gertrude Warner 
Grace Matthews 
Leslie Woods 

Commissioner Ralph Weston ••••••••••••••••••••••••Dwight Weist 
Arthur Vinton 
Kenny Delmar
Santos Ortega
Jimmy LaCurto 
Ted deCorsia 

Shrevvy••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Keenan Wynn 
. Alan Reed (Teddy

Bergman)
Announcer••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Andre Baruch 

Carl Caruso 
Sandy Becker 
Ken Roberts 

Blue Coal's Heating Expert •••••••••••••••••••••••John Barclay
Directors••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Dana Noyes

Harry Ingram
John Cole 
Chuck Vincent 
Bill Sweets 
Wilson Tuttle 

Writers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Harry E. Charlot 
Peter Barry
Max Erlich 
Alonzo Dean Cole 
Stedman Coles 
Joe Bates Smith 
Nick Kogan 
Robert Arthur 
Jerry McGill 
Bill Sweets 
Alfred Bester 

Theme •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "OmphaIe's Spinning
Wheel" by Saint-Saens 

Organists••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Rosa Rio 
Elsie Thompson 
C·harles Paul 
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THE SHADOW 
RADIO va PULP vs MOVIES va COMICS 

by Charles Seeley 

It is possible that The Shadow has four different sets of fans, 
who mayor may not know much about each other. For example, devotees of 
The Shadow on radio may not be aware of the Shadow comic. Similarly, 
followers of the Shadow comic may not know the movie Shadow, and so on. 
This article will attempt to "round up" the four areas of Shadow fan
dome 

The origins of The Shadow on radio and in the pulp magazines are 
closely interrelated, and have been extensively explored in various pub
lications such as MEDIASCENE and Jia Harmon's !hi Great Radio Heroes. 
There fore, the subject will be given only a short recap here. In the 
late twenties, Street and Smith Publications, Inc. sponsored a radio 
show which adapted mystery stories from its mystery pulp "Detective 
Story Weekly." Predictably, the show was entitled STREET AND SMITH'S 
DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE HOUR. At first, the announcer was a mysterious
voice known only as The Shadow. Soon, The Shadow was narrating the en
tire story. In order to keep clear copyright to the name "The Shadow" 
Street and Smith decided to publish a one-shot magazine with the lead 
story featuring The Shadow. "The Shadow, A Detective Magazine" hit the 
newsstands in April, 1931, and the character most responsible for the 
pop culture revival of the sixties was born. The magazine was an in
stant success and would run 325 issues until its demise in 1949. 

By 1936, The Shadow had become the principle character of the 
radio show, which was re-titled in his honor. It is interesting that, 
although interrelated in their beginnings, the radio show and the pulp
each had a different version of The Shadow. On radio, Lamont Cranston 
was real, The Shadow was his alter-ego. Cranston really was a wealthy, 
young man about town. His ability to cloud 
men's minds was a result of a trip to the 
Orient. 

Bret Morrison and Leslie Wood in a
 
studio publicity photo.
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Margo Lane is Cranston's "companion" and is the only person
privy to his secret identity. (Jim Harmon makes a good point in his 
book when he suggests that Margo Lane and Lois Lane are sisters who 
share an extraordinary penchant for getting into ti~ht spots.) Margo 
was first seen (heard?) on the radio show. She didn t appear in the 
pulp until June of 1941. There exists a controversy between radio and 
pulp fans about Margo. Pulp devotees argue that she was only introduced 
into the magazine because of pressure from the radio audience. The 
radio fans insist that Margo was always a part of The Shadow's life. 
When she first appeared in the pulp, she wasn't even one of The Shadow's 
agents, and usually managed only to make The Shadow work harder. She 
eventually straightened up when she became an active agent. 

Harry E. Charlot was the original scripter of the radio show 
and, after his death, the scripts were mostly the work of free-lancers, 
including Alfred Bester, who has since put in a pretty valid claim as 
the author of the best science fiction novel ever with The Stars ~ 
Destination. Oddly, Walter Gibson contributed few, if any, radio scripts. 
Of course, he was busy churning out 10 to 15,000 words per day, on 
three typewriters, for the pulp which, at one point, was issued bi
weekly. 

Both radio and pulp Shadows were designed to make the listener/
reader believe that the character was real. The radio version succeeded 
the best. During World War Two, listeners wrote to the networks demand
ing to know why The Shadow wasn't out fighting the Nazis and Japanese. 

The early radio Shadow exhibited some powers the later Shadow 
didn't use. At times, the former would use ventriloquism or telepathy 
or even "will" people to do his bidding. These qualities disappear by 
the forties, and The Shadow becomes just another detective with a gim
mick. Even so, the audience was still there, and the show lasted longer 
than the pulp, ending its original run in 1954. However, thanks to 
Charles Michaelson, the show was revived in the sixties, achieving some 
success on radio stations across the country. Probably, more than any
thing else, the re-emergence of The Shadow on radio sparked the nostal
gia interest still raging in America. 

The Shadow character of the pulps is completely different from 
the radio incarnation. The pulp Shadow is the real person, while Lamont 
Cranston is another person, the identity of whom The Shadow sometimes 
assumes. The Shadow is, at first, a complete man of mystery, of whom 
we know little except of his hatred of evil. He is a master of disguise,
he melts unseen through the shadows of night, appearing and disappearing
unexplainedly. His weapons against evil are twin .45 automatics, with 
which he never misses, and a network of fiercely loyal agents. Seen 
infrequently, he is tall, lean, dressed in black with jet slouch hat 
and cape, a scarlet muffler masking his face, save for prominent nose 
and glaring eyes. He wears a glowing Girasol ring as an aid in hypno
tizing people. He appears from nowhere, just when the situation is most 
hopeless. Criminals cringe at the sound of his name or his chilling 
laugh. Obviously, this is not the radio Shadow. 

Besides Margo Lane, both radio and pulp versions share support
ing characters. The':"'(~ .is ;;;loe Shrevni tz (Shrevvy) who, if' the pulp, is 
a tough and cool agent of The Shadow, using his cab to further his mas
ter's plans. Shrevvy on radio is merely comic relief, a dummy. Police 
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Commissioner Kalph Weston is the most faithfully transcribed from one 
medium to the ojher. In both, he is hard-headed and demanding, the arche
typal thirties cop. He wants to catch The ~hadow, but grudgingly accepts 
his aid. 

In the sixties, Belmont hooks issued a series of new Shadow 
novels in paperback, supposedly written by Walter 
Gibson. In 1975, Pyramid Books began re-issuing the 
original Shadow pulps. So far, The Shadow in re
cent printed form has not taken off, as did "Doc 
Savage" and "The Avenger" re-issues, but it still 
might. The reader is urged to pick up one or two 
Shadow paperbacks, if you've never read one. just 
to see what it's like. 

The Shadow was also the subject of one movie 
serial and four feature films. Rod LaRocque was The 
Shadow in "The Shadow Strikes" released in 1937. 
Kane Richmond starred in three Shadow pictures for 
Monogram entitled "Behind the Mask," "The Shadow 
Returns," and "The Missing Lady." The serial was 
called simply "The Shadow" and was released by Co
lumbia in 1940. In it, Victor Jory is Lamomt Crans
ton/The Shadow. He looks and fits the part well, 
but in action, well, there is room for improvement. 
First of all, this Shadow seems to be a cross be
tween the radio and pulp versions. Somehow, he is patterned after both. 
In the film, Cranston is real and The Shadow is a mask, as in the radio 
show. However, he cannot "cloud men's minds." Jory's Shadow is an at
tempt at a pulp Shadow, at least, he dresses like the pulp Shadow. He 
uses .38 revolvers instead of .45 automatics and misses everytime he 
uses them. His Shadow is a washout at fisticuffs. If you remember, ser
ials are long on action, and there is a fair amount in "The Shadow" 
but Cranston seems to fight better as Cranston than as The Shadow! As 
the Shadow, Jory is always being knocked out by the bad guys and left 
to have buildings explode around him. This inept Shadow doesn't even 
fairly defeat his adversary, the Black Tiger. In the final chapter, the 
Black Tiger proves himself as inagile as ouE hero when he stumbles into 
an electronic device and electrocutes himself. The only memorable scene 
in the serial is in one of the early chapters, when we see The Shadow 

peering through a skylight, laugh
ing eeriely. A few characters also 
appear in the serial that are pre
sent in the radio and pulp versions, 
but not as we know them. Harry Vin
cent is The Shadow's most trusted 
agent in the pulp, but in the film, 
he is little more than a chauffer. 
At one point, he impersonates The 
Shadow, an action impossible on ra
dio or in the pulp. Margo is present 
in the film merely to be put into 
danger. Not having seen the other 
Shadow films, and having very lit
tle information on them, I can not 
comment on them. 
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Everyone. at one time or another. has read a comic book. of one 
type or another. It was inevitable that The Shadow would appear in pa
nelogical form. Street and Smith put out the first Shadow ~omic book in 
March. 1940. It ran 122 issues reprinting. at first. the newspaper strip 
by Vern Greene. then going to original stories by Bob Powell. It ended 
with the November. 1950. issue and in 1964. Archie/Radio Comics brought 
The Shadow back. hoping to ride on the wave of nostalgia then gathering 
force. It was a pitiful attempt. The Shadow was portrayed as another 
"super hero." an unintellegent move since The Shadow already possessed 
a firmly established character. The book folded a year later after only 
eight issues. The latest attempt to present a comic book Shadow began 
in 1973. produced by National PeriOdicals Publications. better known 
as DC. publishers of "Superman." The comic was recently cancelled. 
after twelve issues. about two years. DC has done the best with the 
character by choosing to adapt the pulp stories. After all. an invisible 
hero may be easy to draw but it won't hold a reader's interest. Comics 
are an essentially visual medium and the pulp stories lend themselves 
excellently to it. DC's Shadow 11 the pulp Shadow. complete with slouch 
hat, cape, and girasol ring. The stories are set in the thirties, and 
well capture the mood of the character. A black and white reproduction 
of the cover of the first DC issue of the Shadow appears elsewhere in 
this issue. 

Most interesting was an issue of "Batman," himself an avenger of 
the night. wherein The Shadow appeared and was revealed to have been 
Batman's inspiration to become a crime-fighter. In fact, recent issues 
of "Batman" have shown a trend back to the original mysterious Batman, 
replacing the "Holy ski shoes" variety of a few years ago. DC also 
published "The Avenger" comic. derived from the pulp of the same name. 
In one issue, The Shadow and his band mistakenly battle the Avenger 
and ~ band. and the point is made that the Avenger cooperates with 
and observes the law while The Shadow, a vigilante. pperates outside 
of it. 

The Shadow is an important figure in popular culture, equally 
as important as Tarzan or Superman. Perhaps he is as popular as he is 
because he is the archetypal vigilante, and the vigilante has been a 
popular character through the ages (witness Robin Hood and Zorro). Why? 
Maybe everyone. somewhere inside. has a secret desire to cut through 
red tape and get things done now, or mete out justice instead of law. 
The vigilante is just as popular now as ever in films and literature. 
"Death Wish." a film of a few years ago. has spawned several like films 
and a sequel is in the works. Paperback series dealing with vigilante 
characters such as the Executioner and the Destroyer are similar in 
spirit to The Shadow, if nothing else. 

And, finally. there is The Shadow's deathless contribution to 
Amerivan humor. You've all heard it. Frank Sinatra is fond of quoting 
it. 

"Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?~ 

"The Shadow dO!" 
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On Radio only••• 
1M original Network Radio 
Series with complete 
half·hour~ms! 

:i~'~"~1 CHARLES ";ICHElSON, inc. ....'I·.;;,e 45 West 45th St.. New York. N.Y. 10036 • (212) 7~/U(;'I'~ ~ 
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BRET MORRISON 

WHO KNOWS WHAT EVIL LURKS 
,""""'......IN__THE HEARTS OF MEN? 
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IN MEMORY OF RADIO 

by Leroi Jones 

Who has ever stopped to think of the divinity of Lamont Cranston?
 
(Only Jack Kerouac, that I know of, & me.
 
The rest of you probably had on WCBS and Kate Smith,
 
Or something equally unattractive.)
 

What can I say?

It is better to have loved and lost
 
Than to put linoleum in your living rooms?
 

Am I a sage or something?

Mandrake's hypnotic gesture of the week?
 
(Remember, I do not have the healing powers of Oral Roberts •••
 
I cannot. like F.J.Sheen. tell you how to get saved &~l
 
I cannot even order you to gaschamber satori like Hitler or Goody Knight.
 

& Love is an evil word.
 
Turn it backwards/see, see what I mean?
 
An evol word. & besides
 
who understands it?
 
I certainly wouldn't like to go out on that kind of limb.
 

Saturday mornings we listened to RED LANTERN & his undersea folk.
 
At 11, LET'S PRETEND/& we did/& I. the poet, still do, Thank Godl
 

What was it he used to say (after the transformation, when he was safe
 
& invisible. & the unbelievers couldn't throw stones?) "Heh. Heh. Heh.
 
Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men? The Shadow knowsl

0, yes he does
 
O. yes he does
 
An evil word it is,
 
This love.
 

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» 

WINTHROP by Dick en.1Ii 

••• 1 HA~1HS 
~10 

CLaJDMEN6' 
MINce• 

• T u.s.... II---I!:!!:: -----~IO-~IO~lt:::~========:::j 
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DIGGING FOR GOLD IN .... 

PENNSYLVANIA'? 
by Hy Daley, Media Instructor, Corry High School, Corry, Pa. 

Back in the fifties a radio station in our area decided to get 
rid of its old radio discs. They placed them in a shed in an old farm
house near their transmitter. Over the years, the roof fell in on the 
records, moisture seeped into the building and the ground enveloped the 
piles and piles of sixteen inch discs. 

In November o~ 1975, I and Georgie Bishop, another OTR freak, 
got permission to salvage anything we could find in and around the buil
ding. The structure itself was empty, but we noticed a few records in 
the debris in the shed adjoining the old farm house. 

Like excavators of an ancient tomb, we slowly sifted through the 
ruins and found hundreds of discs. We couldn't hope to know what was on 
them until we had cleaned them and played them on our makeshift sixteen 
inch turntables. 

The batch I took home turned out to be a serial called "Destiny
Trails," which portrayed James Fenimore Cooper's !hi Deerslayer. Most 
of the 39 chapter show was intact. Although slightly scratchy, they
sounded very good through our system. I did recognize Frank Lovejoy as 
one of the main characters. 

Another group of records were "Movietown Radio Theatre" starring 
such greats as George Raft, Barbara Luddy, Sabu, Adolph Meftjou, Bobby 
Driscoll, and many others. Each show is a full )0 minutes of drama with 
Les Mitchell (from THE GUIDING LIGHT/HELEN TRENT) as host. He talks a
bout each star and talks briefly with the guest star about the show. 

Another pile contained "Five Minute Mysteries." Each disc has 
six different shows and a murder is solved in ~ minutes. 

¥eanwhile, Georgie was cleaning his pile of plastic. What he 
came up with were three separate series of "Dorothy and Dick." This 
show stars Dorothy Kilgallon and Dick Kollmar (of BOSTON BLACKIE), 
starting originally with WOR, it was later syndicated. I'm not sure if 
these shows are from the late forties or early fifties. Anyway, it is 
basically a talk show with newsy bits of gossip. 

At this point, we have not cleaned all of the records, but I'll 
give you another report on our gold mining excavation here in north
western Pennsylvania. And, oh yes, we did find in the transmitter shack,
.21 Eddie Cantor shows and 20 more "Dorothy and Dick" shows all in mint 
condition. As a matter of fact, 50 or so were in an unopened boxl! 

Thanks, 
"Sourdough" Daley & 
"Gold Finger" Georgie 
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GOON SHOW
 
Meade Frierson III is a knowledgable radio buff whose writings

have appeared in, among others, STATIC FLUTTER AND POP. He is also the 
author and compiler of SCIENCE FICTION ON RADIO, the beat log of SF 
radio shows available. Meade informs us that limited numbers of the 
log are still available for $2.00 per copy from this address. 

Meade Frierson III 
3105 Woodvale Road 
Birmingham, Alabama 35223 

))»»: )i»»)»:»:» »i» )»n»: »i»:» »»»: »»»)»»)»»»» 
IN RE THE GOON SHOW 

by Meade Frierson III 

Through the efforts of several collectors, this listing attempts 
to clarify some of the confusion which exists with respect to the Brit 
ish comedy series of the fifties starring Peter Sellers, Spike Milligan
and Harry Secombe, known as THE GOON SHOW. Special thanks are due to 
Dave MacDonald of Seattle, Cortlandt Parent of New York, and Ron Hare 
of California. 

Sixty-nine untitled programs of THE GOON SHOW were aired in three 
series between May, 1951, and March, 1953. The following alphabetical
listing relates only to shows aired between October, 1953, and January,
1960, plus the special in November, 1912. Title differences result in 
part from the show's wacky introductions, as well as _eisBues in the 
United States. It is hoped that collectors may avoid collecting dupli 
cates under different titles by use of this listing. 

.. I" = Feb. or Mar., 1958 
Affair of the Lone Banana, The = 10/26/54
Africa Ship Canal = see "Transafrica .. 
Albert Memorial Rocket = see "First Albert ••••• " 
Alemain = 12/4/53
Austro-Hungarian Revolution = see "Sleeping Prince" 
Bahrann Oasis, The = 10/4/56
Battle of Spion Kop, The = 12/29/58
Big Rain, The. see "Queen Anne's Rain" 
Birmingham Ring Road Construction, The (or ••• New Inner Circle Ring 

Scheme) = 3/20/51
Booted Gorilla, The = 11/30/54
Bridge on the River, The (or ••• over the River Cupatee) = 12/30/51 
Bulldog Seagoon's First Case = 1/3/51
Burning Embassy, The = see "imbassy••• " 
Call of the (Wild) West, The = 1/20/59 
Canal, The = 11/2/54
Captain Rapture = see "Goon Law· 
Captain Seagoon RN = 11/22/56
Case of the Fake Neddie Seagoon(s), The = 11/29/56 
Case of the Missing CD Plates (or ••• Teeth), The =10/18/55
Case of the Vanishing Room, The = 2/15/54 
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China Story, The = 1/18/55
Chinese Legs = see "Ned's Chinese Legs" 
Choking Horror, The = 2/14/56
Christmas Card (or •••Carol), A = 12/24/59
Crown Prince Arnold (or •••Charlie) • see "Sleeping Prince" 
Curse of Frankenstein, The = see "My Heart·s ••• • 
Destroyer, The 
Destruction of England, The • 10/9/53
Dishonoured • 12/14/54
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Crun • 1/15/54
Dread(ed) Batter PUdding Hurler, The • 10/12/54
Dreaded Piano Clubber, The = 10/2/53
Drums Along the Mersey = 10/11/56
Embassy in China is Burning, The = could be "Firechief Seagoon" 
Emporer of the Universe = see "Bulldog•••• " 
End, The (Confessions of a Secret Sennapods Drinker) = a/22/55
Everest Project, The = 10/16/53
Fear of Wages = 3/6/56
Fifty Pound Cure, The = 2/23/59
Fireball of Milton Street, The = 2/22/55
Firechief Seagoon = 10/14/57
First Albert Memorial to the Moon, The = 11/13/53
Flea(s), The = 12/20/56
Foiled by President Fred = 11/1/55
Forog = 12/21/54
Frog = see "Forog"
Giant Bombardon, The = 12/25/53
Gibralter Story, The = 10/30/53
Gold Plate Robbery, The = 2/16/59
Goon Law 
Goon War, The 
Great Art Mystery = see "Case of the Fake ••• " 
Great Bank Robbery = may not be one below. could be "Terrible ••• " 
Great Bank of England Robbery, The = 4/12/54
Great British Revolution, The = 12/16/57
Great Ink Drought of 1902, The = 2/22/54
Great International Christmas Pudding = see "International" 
Great Mustard and Cress Shortage, The = 3/8/54
Great Nadger (or Naja) Plague = see "Nadger Plague"
 
Great Regent's Park Swim, The = 10/21/57

Great Spoon Plague = see "Spon ••• "
 
Great Statue Debate, The = 3/24/58

(Great) String Robberies, The = 1/13/58
Greatest Mountain in the World = see "Everest Project· 
Greenslade Story, The = 12/20/55
Guided Naafi, The = 1/24/56
Harry Not A Dog = 12/11/53
Hastings Flyer, The = 11/22/55
Histories of Pliny the Elder, The = 3/27/57
History for Schools = see "Histories of Pliny••• • 
History of Commanications, A = 1/29/54
House of Teeth, The = 1/31/56
1'11 Meet (or III Met) by Goonlight = 3/13/57
Insurance. the White Man's Burden = 2/28/57
Internal Mountain = see "Saga••• " 
International Christmas PUdding, The = 11/15/55 
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Invisible Acrobat, The = 4/5/54
I Was Monty's Treble = 11/10/58
Jet Propelled Guided Naafi, The = see "Guided •••• " 
Junk Affair, The = 10/7/57
King Arthur's Sword = 12/8/58
King Solomon's Mines = 12/2/57
Kippered Herring Gang, The = 2/5/54
Labour Exchange 1917 = could be " " or "Fear of Wages" 
Lamppost, The = 3/17/58
Lantern Slides 
Last Goon Show, The = November, 1972 
Last (of the) Smoking Seagoon(s) = 1/28/60 
Last Tram, The (from Clapham) = 11/23/54 
Leather Omnibus, The = 217/57
Lost Colony, The = see "SaLe of ••• " 
Lost Gold Mine (of Charlotte), The = 10/5/54
Lost Horizon(s) (or Horizontally) = 11/8/55 
Lost Music of Purdom, The = 2/8/55
Lost Scroll = see "Missing••• " 
Lost Year, The = 12/13/55
Lurgi Strikes Britain (or ••• Again)= 

11/9/54
McReekie Rising of '74, The = 10/25/56
Man Whe Never Was, The = 3/20/56
Man Who Won the War, The = 9/20/55
Marie Celeste = see "Mystery ••• " 
Mighty Wurlitzer, The = 1/3/56
Million Pound Penny = 11/17/58
Missing Battleship = see "Stolen••• " 
Missing Boa Constrictor 
Missing Bureaucrat, The = 11/20/53
Missing Heir Case, The = see "Rightful ••• " 
Missing on the Mountain = see "Thing••• " 
Missing Scroll, The = 2/1/55 
Moon ShOW, The = 1/31/57
Moriarty Murder Mystery, The = 1/20/58 
Mountain Eaters, The = 12/1/58
Mummified Priest, The = 1/22/54
My Heart's in the Highlands = 1/27/58
Mysterious Punch-up-the-Conker = see 

"Leather Omnibus" 
Mystery of the Marie Celeste, The = 

11/16/54
Nadger Plague, The = 10/18/56 
Napolean's Piano = 10/11/55
Ned's Atomic Dustbin = 1/5/59
Ned's Chinese Legs = 1/7/60
Nicotine Ned = see "Last of the Smoking Seagoons" 
1985 = 1/4/55
Nude Welshman, The = 11/3/58
Open Casebook = see "Great Bank of England Robbery"
 
Pam's Papers Insurance Policy (or ••• Conspiracy) = 11/24/58

Personal Narrative = see "Seagoon Writes His Memoirs"
 
Pevensky Bay Disaster = see "Hastings Flyer"

Phantom Headshaver of Brighton, The = 10/19/54
 
Piano-Firing Cannon, The = 10/23/53

Plasticine lor Pleistocine) Man, The = 12/23/57 
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Policy, The = 11/25/57
Quartermass OBE = see "Scarlet Capsule"
Queen Anne's Reign (or Rain) = 12/22/58 
Reason Why, The = 8/27/57
Rebellion at Red Fort, The = 11/11/57 
Red Bladder, The = 1/10/56
Rent Collectors, The = 1/17/57
Rightful Heir, The = 1/11/55
Robin's Post, A Story of Lord Seagoon = 1/14/60 
Round the World in 80 Days = 2/21757
Saga of the Internal Mountain, The = 3/29/54 
Sale of Manhattan, The = 11/29/55
Scarlet Capsule, The = 2/2/59 
Scradge = 11/27/53
Seagoon MCC = see "Seagoon Writes ••• " 
Seagoon (Writes His War) Memoirs = 12/15/~8 
Search for Rommel's Treasure, The = 10/25155
Secret Escritoire, The = 9/27/55
Shangri-La Again = see "Lost Horizon" 
Shifting Sands (of Waziristan) = 1/24/57 
Siege of Fort Knight, The = 4/19/54
Silent Bugler, The = 3/15/54 
Silver Dubloons, The = see "Spanish••• " 
Sinking of Westminister Pier, The = 2/15/55
Six Charlies in Search of an Author = 12/27/56
Six Ingots of Leadenhall Street = see "Sinking••• " 
Sky is Leaking, The = see "Queen Anne's Rain" 
Sleeping Prince, The = 11/8/56 and 2/14/57
Sound Barrier Airing Cupboard, The = 11/6/53 
Space Age, The = 1174/57
Spanish Armada, The = 12/18/53
Spanish Dubloons, The = 1/21/60
Spanish Suitcase, The = 12/7/54
Special St. David's Day Program = 3/1/56
Spectre of Tinagel, The = 11/1/56 
Spon Plague, The = 9/30/57
Spy, The = 1/12/59
Starlings, The = 8/31/54
Stolen Battleship, The = 11/18/57 
Stolen Postman, The = 12/9/57
String Robberies = see "Great String•••• " 
Tales of ~en's Shirts = 12/31/59 
Tales of Montmartre = 1/17/56
Tales of old Dartmoor = 2/7/56 
Tay ~ridge Disaster = 2/9/59
7elephone, The = 12/13/56
'l'en Downing Street Stolen = 1/8/54
Ten Snowballs That Shook the World, The = 2/10/58
10,000 Fathoms Down in a Wardrobe = 1/1/54
Terrible Blasting of Moreton's Bank, The = 3/1/55
Terrible Revenge of Fred Fu Manchu, The = 12/6/55
Terror of Beckshill = see "Dread Batter•••• " 
~~ing on. ~he Mountain, The = 1/6/58
f1ddley Wlnks Theft, The = 3/10~8 
Toothpaste Mines, The = 2/12/54
Transafrica Aeroplane Canal, The = 3/6/57
Treasure of the Tower, The = 10/28/57 
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Treasure of Loch Lomond. The = 2/28/56
Tuscan Salami. The = 2/21/56

Under Two Floorboards. A Tale of the Legion = 1/25/55

Underwater Mountain. The = 3/1/54

Vacancy Filled, A = see "Gold Plate Robbery"

Vanishing Room = see "Case of the Vanishing Room" 
Western Story	 = 3/22/54
What's My Line? = 12/6/56 
Whistling Sp,y	 Enigma. The = 9/28/54
White Box of Great Bardsfield. The = 3/15/55
White Neddie Trade. The = 2/3/58
Wings Over Dagenharn = 1/10/57
Ye Bandit(s) of Sherwood Forest = 12/28/54 
Yehti 3/8/55111 

Yorkshire Yehti = see "Yehti" 

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»))))) 

ADVERTISmv1ENTS 

ORGANIZING INTERSTELLAR COLONIZING EXPEDITION 
Interested? Contact. 

SP5 B.A. KNIGHT 
HQ. V CORPS 
ATTN. AETVAG-PM 
APO NY 09079 

))»)»)»)»)»»»))))))))»)»»)»»)»)»)» )»)»»»»)» ))))»
 

MENOMONEE FALLS GAZETTE------- $9.00 for one year (12 issues)
MENOMONEE FALLS GUARDIAN------ $5.00 for one year (12 issues) 

The GAZETTE provides the very best package of adventure comic 
strips ever offeredl Including. MODESTY BLAISE. RIP KIRBY. 
SECRET AGENT CORRIGAN, JOHNNY HAtARD. SUPERMAN, BATMAN, STEVE 
CANYON. BUZ SAWYER, JAMES BOND. TARlAN, THE PHANTOM. KERRY 
DRAKE. CAPTAIN EASY, DICK TRACY, STEVE ROPER, JEFF HAWKE, BEN 
CASEY, GARTH, AIR HAWK, RICK O'SHAY, THE SEEKERS, SCARTH A.D. 
2195. MANDRAKE, BRICK BRADFORD, JOE PALOOKA, KEVIN THE BOLD, 
THE HAWK, and MOREl 

Humor Strip lovers will be interested in the Guardian, Which 
features, among others, POPEYE, KRAZY KAT. MICKEY MOUSE, GOR
DO, BROOM-HILDA, B.C., CONCHY, GASOLINE ALLEY, TUMBLEWEEDS, 
and ALLEY OOPI 

Mention MEMORIES when you subscribe and get a free comic 
bookl Specify	 either RIP KIRBY COMIC or FLASH GORDON COMIC. 

Back issues available in sets or as individual issues. 

Send to'	 STREET ENTERPRISES
 
P.O.BOX 255
 
MENOMONEE FALLS, WISCONSIN 
53051 
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• HISTORICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL & NEWSLETIER 

• INVITATIONS TO ALL SOCIETY EVENTS 

• USE OF SOCIETY COLLECTIONS AND SERVICES 

• 10% DISCOUNT ON GIFT SHOP ITEMS 

,~ AND SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS 

call 873-9644 for more information 

THE WESTERN NEW YORK POPULAR CULTURE SOCIETY 

IS AFFILIATED WITH THE BU~~ALO AND ERIE COUNTY Insn~~~-
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~At:~ ckso Television ~ 'RM 96~ 7A"'" Radio amI'", !tereo .,
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WHICH STATION WAS IT7 _~~!!J!:3
 
FIND OUT WITH THE FM ATLAS A~D STATION DIRECTORY (3rd Edition) 

The FM ATLAS AND STATIONDIRECTORY is a comprehensive, 96
page book, listing over 4,000 FM stations in the United States, 
Canada and Mexico. It features: "d 

~ 
(l)

.FM Atlas maps, pinpointing FM cities and station frequencies at a III 
(;1

glance-a real boon to the FM-equipped traveler and the person at (l) 

home who likes to search the FM dlal thoroughly! 

.Geographical directory, listing FM station call letters, stereo 
stations, program formats, powers, antenna hetghta.. networks . 

.By-frequency directory, listing all FM stations along the dialfrom 
88.1 through 107.9! 

.Discussion of FM programming trends, allocations, FM reception 
by cable and translator, automation, FM DXing, and "call letter 
roulette. " 

Explains how to improve FM reception; discusses station coverage in a non-technical way.
 
Lists stations with an "SCA" subcnrr ter , and mentions how to tune in SCAprograms for special
 
instructional, talk or musical programs not roccivahle on ordinary FM sets.
 

TheFMATLASANDSTATIONDlRECTORY is used daily by FM stations, stereo dealers 
and manufacturers, the Notional Association of Fl\l Broadcasters, and thousands of ordinary 

1 

listeners in their homes, cars and offices. Researched and published by Bruce F. Elving, I 
I 

Ph. D., who shares with you in this handy-size hook his intimate and personal knowledge of I 
I 

F~I, including over two decades of listening and experimenting with FM-DX [long-distance] 
1 
I 
1 

reception. Order your copy today! Just $2.50 per book, plus applicable NYS tax. I 
I 

SYRACUSE fm 107.9 I
I 

1----- -- -
__I 

'~Q!10 I Nail check or money order :payable to: DOlBLE-R-R-'D10 
50~ Seelev ROldI S~rlCU5t'. '~w' \'ork 13124 

~nclo3~d is $ for copies of the FN ATLAS & 
STATIO;j DIR~CTORY, third edition. 

NAM,Z _ 

ADDRSSS

CITY, STATE:, ZIP CODE---=-_~-__-___:__:_--=__.,___

Canadi.ans please use Canadian Po s t.o.L Honey Ord er. 

.~ 
' ••t~ 

•~ .ft_ 
- ....t..... 

c............. 

fM ATLAS 
.nd't.tlon 

Dlr.ctorr 

http:Post.o.L


ORDER FORM: Make checks, money orders payable to: 

Please send me the following: 

_LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE 
_CAPI'AIN MIDNIGHT 

JACK ARMSTRONG 
SUPERMAN-volume 1 

_SUPERMAN-volume 2 
SUPERMAN-volume J 
SUPERMAN-volume 4 

_THE LONE RANGER 
THE GREEN HORNET 
COMEDY HIGHLIGHl'S 

_HOWDY OOODY 

@ $J.OO 
@ $3.00 
@ $J.75 
@ $J.50 
@ $J.50 
@ $J.50 
@ $J.50 
@ $4.50 
@ $4.50 
@ $J.OO 
@ $5.JO 

DOUBlE·R·RADlO 
505 Seeley Road 

S~raalse. N... \' ork 13224 

$---- 

NYS TAX ('7% in Onondaga County) 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $---- 
NAME:	 _ 

ADDRESS:	 _ 

Crry, STATE: ~ZIP _ 

------------------------------------------------------- ---- - -- - -~~ -- - -- - -- - ---- - ----- - - - --- -- -- ---- - - -

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTrry ON LP RECORDS: 

1.	 LITTLE ORPAHN ANNIE features 2 episodes from 1940 (complete with commercials for 
OValtine): "The Black Jackets" episode & "Oyster Diving" - $J.OO (total time-i hour) 

2.	 CAPI'AIN MIDNIGHT features 2 episodes with Ovaltine commercials. An episode from 
"The Queen Of Sheeba"(1948) & wThe Return Of Ivan Shark" - $J.OO (total time-i hour) 

J.	 JACK ARMSTRONG features 4 episodes all with Wheaties commercials. Two episodes from 
"The Mysterious Stranger" and two from "The Sunken Reef" - $3.75 (total time-1 hour) 

4.	 SUPERMAN There are 4 different LP albums. Each album contains four 15 minute 
episodes, complete with commercials. Each album is $3.50 & total time of each-1 hour. 

5.	 THE LONE RANGER features 2 episodes-"Banker Barton's Son" & "Gunpowder, The Army 
Mule"-complete except for commercials. - $4.50 (time is approximately 50 minutes) 

6.	 THE GREEN HORNEI' features 2 episodes-"Hit & Run" & "A Matter Of Evidence" (both 
from 1948). - complete except for commercials. - $4.50 (time-approx. 50 minutes) 

7.	 COMEDY HIGHLIGHTS This album features excerpts from some of the best remembered 
comedy shows. Excerpts include "Fibber McGee & Molly" (an almost complete show), 
"Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCarthy", "George Burns & Gracie Allen", "The Great 
Gildersleeve" (with Hal Peary) & W.C. Fields. $J.OO (time is approx. 52 minutes) 

8.	 THE srORY OF HOWDY OOODY (new album-1974) With Buffalo Bob Smith & the characters 
of Duodyville. How Buffalo Bob met Howdy-in words & songs from the show. Th3 album 
also features a 15 page coloring book, cut out characters & a stage for them. $5.30 

If you are interested in tapes we have the following: A 15 minute reel-to-reel or 
cassette demonstration tape with catalog. Reel-to reel cost is $1.00; cassette is 
$1.50. All orders filled on BASF tape (demo tapes may be on other tape types). 
Send to DOUBLE-R-RADIO, 505 Seeley Road, Syracuse, New York 13224. ~r"!'r.'~ 




